For the assembler:

Read all Assembly Instructions before beginning assembly of this product. Assemble this product as described in these Assembly Instructions only. To do otherwise may result in instability. All screws and bolts must be tightened securely at the end of assembly and must be checked periodically after assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts may result in assembly failure and personal injury. Proper assembly of this product per the Assembly Instructions is the responsibility of the end-user. Call customer service at 844-94WALLS (844-949-2557) with any questions about assembly.

Emagispace® consists of raw individual components assembled by the end-user. Local building conventions, guidelines and codes should be followed at all times. ALWAYS brace or otherwise secure your EmagiBlock® wall to ensure stability while building and in the final application.

BE SURE TO ALWAYS FOLLOWING INDUSTRY STANDARD BRACING AND SUPPORT GUIDELINES TO ENSURE YOUR WALL IS STABLE.

Please phone 844-949-2557, email info@emagispace.com or visit www.EMAGISPACE.com for how-to, step-by-step assembly instructions.

PLEASE BEGIN BY FIRST ASSEMBLING (1) 12” EMAGIBLOCK® TO FAMILIARIZE YOURSELF WITH THE BASICS BEFORE MOVING ON TO LARGER SIZE EMAGIBLOCK®S.

Do not proceed with this manual until you are able to successfully construct a 12” Emagiblock™.

- Safety and Proper Use of Product:
  - This product is intended for indoor use on a flat surface only. Proper industry standard bracing and support guidelines to ensure wall stability during assembly is required.
  - Do not use EmagiBlock® walls to support or brace any other structure. Do not allow children to climb or play on EmagiBlock® walls.
  - Failure to follow the proper use and safety guidelines for this product could result in product damage and personal injury.

YOU MUST READ ENTIRE MANUAL AND FAMILIARIZE YOURSELF WITH ALL THE PIECES AND PROCEDURES BEFORE PROGRESSING WITH ASSEMBLY.
How to Use EmagiHinges:
For this example, you will need two assembled Emagiblock®s, and two hinge kits.

One Hinge Kit is comprised of the following:
- (2) halves of a EmagiHinge
- (2) bolts
- (2) wingnuts

1. Place both halves of a EmagiHinge on a firm, flat level surface or floor.

2. Thread two bolts through the two slots on the first half of a EmagiHinge.

3. Overlap the slots of the second half of the EmagiHinge with the slots of the first half of the EmagiHinge, and thread the bolts through the slots.

4. Secure the bolts to the EmagiHinge with two wingnuts.
5. Once assembled, place one half of the EmagiHinge over a single merlon/cone on one Emagiblock™, and place the other half of the EmagiHinge over a single merlon/cone on another Emagiblock™. The wingnuts may be on the top of the assembly or on the bottom of the assembly. Adjust as desired.

6. Be sure to tighten the wingnuts securely, once the EmagiHinge is fully seated in place.
7. Place another EmagiHinge over the merlons on the bottom of the Emagiblock®s. Once again, place one half of the EmagiHinge over a single merlon/cone on one Emagiblock® and place the other half of the EmagiHinge over a single merlon/cone on the other Emagiblock®.

8. Be sure to tighten the wingnuts securely, once the halves of the EmagiHinge are seated in place.
Note: If you elect to use EmagiHinges, one EmagiHinge must be used at every corner of the Emagiblock®s

9. Once the EmagiHinge is installed, you may adjust the angle of the wall to suit your needs. Simply loosen the wingnut, turn the Emagiblock® to the desired angle, and tighten the wingnut.